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About Us

DUSD is a decentralized deflationary asset and
stable token with an aim to make the worlds' payment
system easier.

DUSD is the native token of the DUSD Ecosystem. It
will be used as the primary payment medium of our
upcoming mobile application & payment gateway.

Ecosystem

Decentralized network

DUSD is currently based on Binance Smart Chain.
But we are currently working of the DUSD Network
ecosystem. For example, like the Meta Musk
network. Where all users can store and exchange
DUSD tokens and other cryptocurrencies.

It is currently in development and will be released in
December 2021.

All our products, such as mobile apps,
payment gateway, etc. will run on a decentralized
chain. The best part about our decentralized chain is
that its gas fees will be minimal compared to every
blockchain network available on the market.



DUSD Network Mobile App

DUSD Mobile app will be our decentralized payment
app, by which you can pay any person, website, or
services in any corner of the world with minimal gas
fees.

DUSD Payment Gateway

DUSD payment gateway will be our decentralized
payment gateway for website owners, freelancers.
Using our payment gateway, they can easily enable
crypto payments on their website.

Not only DUSD, but our payment gateway will also
support all other well-known blockchain networks,
which means any person can payment Bitcoin,
Ethereum or any other supported crypto on our
gateway.

Why Binance Smart Chain?

ERC-20 projects are unable to conduct any
microtransaction payments on Ethereum due to high
Ethereum gas fees. This makes it impossible to use
the Ethereum network for one of its main
applications. So we deployed DUSD on The Binance
Smart Chain to improve Defi users. This ensures that



transactions, staking, and NFTS trading are all
carried out at the lowest possible cost while keeping
the maximum possible yields.

DUSD Tokenomics

30% Presale
2%   Airdrop
30% Pancakeswp Liquidity Locked
5%   Team Reserved
11%  Initial Burn
4%   Partners



Token Name: DUSD Network
Symbol: DUSD
Decimals: 18
Smart Contract:
0x5eba288f8833071ba7cd5c2b356754811c0ce8fb
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000 DUSD
Presale: 300,000,000 DUSD
Airdrop: 20,000,000 DUSD
Liquidity Lock: 300,000,000 DUSD
Team: 50,000,000

Listing Price: 1 DUSD = 0.3 USD

Listing Date: 30th October on Pancakeswap

Staking and Liquidity Pools

Staking

You can stake DUSD/BNB and a range of other
crypto assets at our pool. This puts your assets to
work whilealso providing you with an annual APR
estimate.

Staking DUSD tokens on our platform will provide
you with an annual return (APR) of approximately
250 percent.



Liquidity Pools

By adding their tokens to liquidity pools, or "LPs,"
users can contribute liquidity to DUSD pools.
When users add their tokens to a liquidity pool, they
will receive LP tokens.

For example, if you combine DUSD and BNB in a
liquidity pool, you will receive DUSD-BNB tokens.
The number of tokens you receive represents your
share of the DUSD-BNB liquidity pool.

Additionally, you can withdraw your liquidity at any
time to redeem your funds. Provision of liquidity is not
without risk, as you may suffer a temporary loss. “In
other words, the difference between storing tokens in
an AMM and in a wallet is impermanent loss.”

However, it is not all bad news for liquidity providers
,as you will be compensated with trading fees. When
someone trades DUSD, they pay a 0.2 percent
commission, 0.33 percent of which goes toward the
swap pair's liquidity pool.



DISCLAIMER

Careful Research and due diligence should be made
when interacting with projects or networks involved in
token sales. The buyer or investor should completely
understand that his/her contribution may not result in
a valuable or usable token, and the value of such
contributions is subject to partial or complete loss of
the investment.

Any possession of DUSD does not grant the user any
rights in DUSD the corporation or its affiliates,
including but not limited to any rights of ownership,
interest, profit, redemption, property or intellectual
property, decision-making, or any other such rights,
such as financial or legal rights. DUSD can be used
for protocol and ecosystem governance that has
nothing to do with the company or its subsidiaries.

The DUSD Protocol, which is a completely functional
network, uses DUSD tokens as functional utility
tokens. The DUSD tokens aren't considered
securities. Tokens purchased with BNB are
nonrefundable. DUSD tokens are not intended for
speculation. DUSD makes no guarantees about
future
success or value, including no guarantee of intrinsic
value, no guarantee of continued payments, and no
guarantee that DUSD will hold any specific value.



DUSD tokens are not company shares and do not
grant any rights to the company. DUSD tokens are
sold as a functional good, and all funds earned by the
Company are available for spending without
restriction.


